
Chapter 6

Wipe-O↵: an intuitive interface

for exploring ultra-large

multi-variate data sets

6.1 Introduction

The field of cultural heritage is an important yet all too often forgotten one.

Richard Ready and Stale Navrud argue in their book Valuing Cultural Heritage

that cultural heritage is a public good, which is “non-excludible” and “non-rival”

in consumption [NR02]. By this definition, digitized cultural artifacts have to be

easily accessible while also assuring that the addition of multiple viewers and users

does not cause degradation in the work’s value. The inherent benefit of digitized

cultural heritage comes from the ability to maintain, interrogate, and restore works

so that their value is not lost over time.

Projects such as the VASARI project [Mar91] [SC93] have focused on archiv-

ing paintings, creating a persistent, high resolution digital record. These digital

records have several advantages over the traditional methods of film-based pho-

tography recording, as these digital archives do not fade over time if the risk of bit

rot is properly addressed. This permanent record holds great promise for the diag-

nostic of an artifact and its conservation, while concurrently opening the door for
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Figure 6.1: Image stack of six di↵erent multi-spectral layers with modifiable
layers. A resulting analysis is shown in the upper right. The lower left shows the
lookup table for a given resolution of the visible layer and it’s layout in texture
memory.

broad community collaboration in the areas of data archiving, modeling, synthesis

and analysis. These records can be refined and enriched over time as new imaging

modalities become available or as time itself takes a toll on the artifact. Once this

digital record of an artifact has been created it can be freely studied, for example,

allowing users to control a virtual microscope, to visualize it at arbitrary spatial

as well as temporal scales.

Di↵erent multi-spectral imaging techniques can be combined drawing from

an array of non-invasive testing techniques that capture artifact characteristics such

as transmission, reflection, absorption, etc. [EKCB03] [PDMDRP08]. Originally,

multi-spectral imaging was used to improve the color fidelity of artifacts [MCSP02].

Over time, other uses of multi-spectral imaging were found. For example, by

analyzing data in the UV spectrum, art historians can easily see which particular

areas of paintings have been altered over time. [Leh97]

Although gathering of these data is relatively straightforward, it is much

more complicated to visualize and interrogate it. A popular method for interro-
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gating spectral layers is to scroll through them, either flipping through them like

a stack of cards or by interpolating through them [KVV+04b]. These approaches

have the disadvantage that the entire image must be changed, removing spatial

orientation correspondences and restricting layer comparison to a pair-wise format.

Another approach to analyzing stacked data is to create arbitrary cutting

planes through the data. [KVV+04b]. This approach also has the disadvanteage of

changing large portions of data all at once. The project Khronos Projector [CI05]

took a di↵erent approach, allowing for this cutting plane to be warped regionally.

This “push through” approach was developed for video data, to study temporal

correspondence and was not intended to view volumetric data or create fine point

inquires.

This chapter presents a system which interactively creates user-defined

transfer-function allowing color channels for arbitrary sections of gigapixel images

to be freely “wiped”, “scratched”, “drilled”, and so forth to reveal other represen-

tations of the same artifact (Figure 6.1). Using this method, targeted analysis of

arbitrary regions is possible while leaving surrounding data undisturbed.

A multi-touch, pressure sensitive interface was developed in combination

with metaphors for hands-on data exploration. These metaphors, include wiping,

scratching, squeezing, sandblasting and drilling concepts considering parameters

such as the touch gesture, size, pressure and speed, combined with more traditional

multi-touch techniques allowing data to be resized, rotated and moved.

6.2 Image Data

As each one of these data layers can easily contain hundreds of millions

to billions of pixels, it is important to only load those regions of data, which are

currently needed. Similar to large-scale image viewers [FAJ07] [KUDC07], data

layers are broken up into tiles (Figure 6.2). This allows sub-sections of the image

to be loaded without massive cache penalties. Tiling images also allows for pre-

generation of tiles containing di↵erent resolutions, analogous to the mip-mapping

approach [Wil83b]. Load balancing can then be achieved by loading small sections
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at finer and large sections at coarser detail.

Figure 6.2: Tiling Of Da Vinci’s St. George. While the image size is quadrupled
in each step, the number of tiles and amount of padding does not increase in the
fashion.

These data tiles can also be created to be the same pixel dimensions for all

data resolutions. This provides a major benefit for transferring data between main

memory and GPU texture memory as the GPU texture memory can be allocated

at initial startup. This allows tiles to simply be swapped in and out of texture

memory on an as-needed basis without requiring de-allocation and re-allocation

when viewpoints change.

6.3 Localized Data Interrogation

For each of the original data layers, a second modifiable data layer contain-

ing color channel transfer functions, is created, to allow localized data exploration.

This modifiable layer and the data layer are then bound on di↵erent multi-texture

channels and subsequently combined via a hardware shader. To make the mod-

ifiable layer more e�cient, it is important to keep the processing entirely on the

GPU. Framebu↵er objects provide a power tool for rendering to textures. By acti-

vating the framebu↵er for rendering, re-rendering the framebu↵er on top of itself,
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and then rendering the manipulated data, much like a brush, a ”paint to texture”

e↵ect may be achieved. By changing the style of how the manipulated data are

rendered, di↵erent interrogation e↵ects can be synthesized. It is then possible to

swiftly explore localized regions of interest across many data layers all at once,

allowing localized investigation without changing data in surrounding regions as

shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: A photo of the user interrogating data using the system.

6.4 Resource Management

With growing data set sizes the need for optimized resource management

increases and resource management systems, tasked with accessing, partitioning,

processing and delivering data, are needed. From the visualization perspective,

the resource manager has to choose relevant data at the resolution and processing

level appropriate for the current visual, load it into memory, curate and ideally

remove it when it is no longer being used.
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6.4.1 Data Loading

For each data object, a table is created which contains texture memory

placement pointers for each tile for each resolution of the image. Each table entry

is defaulted to zero, indicating that no data for this tile exist in memory or in GPU

texture memory. When data for this tile are requested from disk, a texture pointer

finds an open or stale section of pre-allocated texture memory while the data are

loaded into RAM. Once data are loaded into memory, the data are transferred to

the GPU via a pixel bu↵er object for increased transfer performance.

On a periodic interval, the state of the data object is compared to screen

space. The current resolution of the loaded tiles is compared to the resolution at

which they are currently being displayed. If the tiles are being under- or over-

sampled, loading is changed to a higher or lower resolution tile set accordingly.

Next, for the given target resolution, each tile within the viewing frustum is

checked to verify whether it has already been uploaded to texture memory. If not,

it is loaded from disk into RAM and then pushed into GPU texture memory. Since

smooth interaction is desired and disk access may be a slow operation, tiles are

adaptively and progressively loaded, in accordance with a tunable time constraint.

Progressive loading in turn, means that data for the given resolution may

not be available for every frame drawn. To mitigate this problem, the lowest

resolution version of the image, which accounts for a single tile is stored. If all

of the data cannot be drawn for a given frame, the lower resolution tile is drawn

behind the higher resolution tiles. Although this proves to only happen in rare

circumstances, it is much less jarring to see a blurry variation of the data sharpen

than to see no data.

6.4.2 Replacement Scheme

With data commonly exceeding texture memory size, a replacement scheme

is needed to optimally use the pre-allocated texture space. As texture tiles are

loaded from disk, they sequentially fill up the pre-allocated texture space. Once

the texture space is filled, tiles must be swapped out of texture memory. While

attractive for its simplicity, a simple round robin replacement could cause actively
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displayed tiles to be swamped out. To address this issue, tiles are labeled with the

last frame during which they were used. The replacement algorithm then enforces

that only those tiles are replaced that are stale, avoiding visual “popping” e↵ect

caused by removal and replacement of a tile currently on screen.

6.4.3 Data Stack

By stacking multiple data layers on top of one another, a data stack can

be created which contains multi-spectral and possibly time-varying information.

Each of the data layers is re-sampled to fit the bounds of the data stack object. In

this way, data layers can be viewed at di↵erent resolutions. Also data layers can

be adjusted through a�ne transformations to allow for simple adjustments.

Since at any point in time any slice of the data stack may need to be ac-

cessed, every slice must be fully loaded. Each layer slice is treated as a separate

data object with its own lookup tables and pre-allocated section of texture mem-

ory. When the data stack is transformed (translated or rescaled), the top-most

layer slice is prioritized to load its tiles first, with each deeper image layer loading

subsequently in order.

6.5 Multi-Touch Interaction

Multi-touch research and applications have increased popularity and adop-

tion [Han05] [Wil04]. The use of multiple modes of input encourages collaboration

and the development of more intuitive methods of input. This chapter presents a

technique for interrogating localized areas of multi-spectral gigapixel images. This

technique allows users to analyze images using multi-touch gestures.

6.5.1 Multi-Touch Hardware

A pressure sensitive multi-touch table (Figure 6.4). based on the frustrated

total internal reflection (FTIR) technique to illuminate a composite touch surface

consisting of a sandwiched acrylic, silicon and low-friction surface layers. This sur-
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face composition supports the creation of pressure sensitive touch gestures rather

than just binary touch events. The framing for the table was built using extruded

aluminum with notches cut for the acrylic glass and LED light strips surrounding

the acrylic. The low-friction surface layer also serves as the final di↵usor.

Figure 6.4: A System Diagram. Silhouette is proportional to the table’s actual
size.

Rear projection is used to illuminate the 88 centimeter diagonal table sur-

face with an 4:3 aspect ration and an infrared sensitive camera with IR-band pass

filter for the acquisition of surface touch events. Camera resolution is 640x480 at

8bit grayscale and 60HZ resulting in a touch resolution of 70 points per square

centimeter. Touch processing and visual analytics tasks are performed on two net-

worked nodes. The touch server algorithms are e�cient enough to be run on a

single-core single-core 3 GHz Pentium 4 with a 1 GB of ram and a NVidia 6800
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Ultra graphics card. The visual analytics node uses a more powerful Intel Core

2 Extreme QX6700 (2.66 GHz), with 4 GB of RAM, and a nVidia GeForce 8800

GTX graphics card.

6.5.2 Blob Detection

Blobs are processed in two independent passes, one via on GPU and a

second on the CPU. When the image is first acquired by the camera, it is loaded

into texture memory and this texture image is then redrawn, rendering it into a

framebu↵er object while a fragment shader is activated. This render-to-texture

approach allows data to processed and retained on the GPU. Subsequent shaders

can then use the resulting texture held in the framebu↵er object, which provides

a low cost approach to processesing with kernel filters.

Several filters are applied to the raw camera imaging, (1) correcting for

intrinsic camera parameters such as lens distortion, (2) image warping to achieve

a match with the physical display surface, (3) Gaussian bluring in the horizontal

direction and then again in the vertical direction to reduce texture lookups, (4)

the resulting image is subtracted from an averaged background image, before (5)

all pixels which considered to be within the threshold of noise are removed leaving

only pixels that correspond to actual touch-points. Past this processing stage, the

standard fragment programs via the GPU are no longer e↵ective and data iare

transferred back to the CPU for the following processing steps. The data can be

traversed in a single pass using attractive edge tables. By simply storing when

a blob starts and stops for each given scan-line, the data may be analyzed with

minimal cache penalties. For each blob, a bounding box consisting of the max and

min value for both the x and y dimensions as well as the maximum intensity value

are found and stored. This information is then packed, and sent via a UDP stream

to the display node.

By pipelining these two processes, performance is improved dramatically

when processing large numbers of blobs (from 30 fps to 60 fps). With image acqui-

sition and blob processing distributed over two threasds, frame-rate is una↵ected

as long as the blob detection is faster than frame acquisition, which is achieved.
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6.5.3 Gestures

Once all of these touch-points are received on the display node, the appli-

cation had to determine how to process them into meaningful input. Each touch-

point used a bounding box intersection test to determine if it is a new touch or a

continuation of an existing touch. The touch-points are then hierarchically broken

down into those interfacing with the application’s I/O (buttons, menus, sliders,

etc) and those dealing with the data stack. The touch-points intersecting the data

stack are processed di↵erently depending on whether the user is in transformation

or interrogation mode.

6.5.4 Transformation Mode

For the manipulation of changing the viewpoint of the object, a very simple

gesture system is created as shown in figure 6.5. For every touch that is currently

touching the image stack, a bounding box surrounding that point is created as

well as for the previous touch-points. The center of the current bounding box is

compared with the previous bounding box’s center. Any movement in this center

is added as a translation. Any size change in the bounding box is turned into a

scaling operation around the center of the current bounding box. Through this

paradigm, users can zoom and translate simultaneously with any number of fingers.

In fact, users can even re-scale and translate the image using di↵erent pressures of

finger presses.

It is also possible to add the act of rotation into this paradigm. For this

project, however, rotation functionality is purposely removed as it created confu-

sion for novice users while o↵ering only marginal benefits.

6.5.5 Interrogation Mode

Three di↵erent metaphorical gestures were found to be very useful for this

visceral data analysis.
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Figure 6.5: Gestures for transformations for di↵erent numbers of fingers
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Wiping and Scratching

The wiping and scratching modality mimics the e↵ect of wiping and scratch-

ing away layers as shown in figure 6.6 for scratching. Users first select a target

layer, which sets the base layer which users can scratch down to. In this way, user’s

touches will “wipe” or “scratch” away all layers above the target layer. Hard pres-

sure touches will remove a larger area proportionally.

Figure 6.6: Scratching o↵ several layers, showing the Infrared layer. The infrared
layer contains the representation of the under-drawing for the painting.

The wiping e↵ect is emulated by drawing a very soft edged texture in the

framebu↵er. The size of the soft edged texture matched that of the the users

touch. To emulate a scratch type modality, a rough edged texture drawn into

the framebu↵er several times randomly with in a radius touch falling o↵ equal to

the distance squared from the center of the touch. The size of this rough edged

texture is randomly chosen with a size no greater than one fourth of the area of
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the touch-point. This modality allows for quick interrogations between layers.

SandBlasting

The sandblast modality mimics the e↵ect of slowly blasting away layers.

Users first select a target layer, which sets the base layer which users can blast

down to. In this way, users touches will “blast away” all layers above the target

layer.

Figure 6.7: Sandblasting through to the X-Ray layer. Using the sandblast tech-
nique it is easy to extract the metal bracing behind the painting.

To emulate a sandblast modality, a soft edged texture drawn into the frame-

bu↵er several times randomly with in a radius touch falling o↵ equal to the distance

squared from the center of the touch. The size of this soft edged texture is ran-

domly chosen with a size no greater than one fourth of the area of the touch-point.

This soft edge textures opacity is set proportionally to pressure of the touch, but
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even with hard presses remains fairly translucent (ie 10 percent opacity). By con-

tinuously pressing a single spot, the layers will continue to be whittled away. This

technique is good for locating and extracting features between layers as shown in

figure 6.7.

Drilling and Squeezing

In the drilling and squeezing mode, the user does not select a target layer,

but instead controls the depth by the pressure of the touch. The harder the users

presses, the farther down the image stack the deformation occurs as shown in figure

6.8. The squeezing mode simulates pushing through into a sponge, which returns

to form when the touch is released.

Figure 6.8: The result of user squeezing through the entire data stack. The
residual impression of the finger being in the center of the screen remains.

To emulate this drilling and squeezing e↵ects, multiple layers need to be
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modified at once. The force at which the user’s touch the surface control the depth

of the cut in the drilling mode. All of the layers above this depth are filled in with

a soft brush proportional to the size of the user’s touch. In the squeezing mode, the

pressure of the user’s touch also controlled the depth of the deformation. Layers

which the press is determined to intersect are filled with a soft circle originating

from the center of the touch. Each subsequent higher layer is filled in with a larger

soft circle emulating this squeezing e↵ect. These textures are slowly restored to

there original form, mimicking a sponge-like recovery. This method is very useful

for finding sharp di↵erences between data layers and multi-user input.

6.6 Results

6.6.1 Performance

It is important for the image processing algorithms to be able to keep up

with the image acquisition. As more blobs are detected, the greater the number

of checks which must be be performed, as well as the greater the number of blobs

which must be processed and transferred.

As can be seen from figure 6.9, the processing stage runs at 700 frames per

second and higher when processing normal amounts of 20 blobs or less. As the

number of blobs increases, the performances degrades, but even while processing

500 blobs at once, the frame-rate is still above the required 60 frames per second

needed to keep up with image acquisition. Even while processing an excessive 1200

blobs, the processing remains above 30 frames per second.

The drawing node was tested in its two operation modes. In the transfor-

mation mode the number of frames drawn per cycle was recorded. These frames

were divided into frames which were drawn only using the full resolution, and

frames which were not fully loaded as shown in figure 6.10. This included times

when these unloaded tiles may not be noticeable. It is important to note that

the preview resolution was needed less than 10 percent of the time, but by using

this in place of pausing to load more data, the frame-rate never dropped under 60

Hz. In the interrogation mode, frame-rates were consistently around 300 frames
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Figure 6.9: Graph of frame-rate for processing di↵erent amounts of blobs.

per second no matter what layer was selected, or how much information in the

modifiable layer was altered as shown in figure 6.11.

6.6.2 Latency

Latency is an often overlooked aspect of measurement performance. This

is often because latency is di�cult to ascertain, as measurement devices have their

own inherent latency. To evaluate the latency of the system, the IR filtering is

removed so that the blob detection system would pick up the projected image.

Starting with an untouched surface, a black image was projected which did not

show up in the camera image. When the user pressed the surface, the projected

image was changed to a white image, which in turn generated a hot spot in the

cameras view. Measurements were taken between detection of the first touch and

the time the projected image appeared on screen. As seen in figure 6.12, two

frames passed between the touch and the detection of the projected image. This
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Figure 6.10: Graph of frame-rate while using the system in transformation mode

accounts for somewhere between 30-50 ms of delay internal to the system.

This latency comes from a variety of factors. The camera runs at 60 Hz, but

has an inherent latency of a single frame, meaning approximately 16 ms of delay.

It took approximately 2.5 ms to transfer the data from the camera to the GPU.

To apply all of the filters and transformations in the GPU took approximately 1

ms. Transferring the data back to the CPU took approximately 1 ms. Processing

the data and sending it via the network took approximately 2.5 ms. The latency

of sending the data through the network was on the order of a few milliseconds.

Unfortunately, the projector only has a 60 Hz refresh rate, meaning that it may

take up to an additional 16ms before the image is displayed.

While this upper bound of 50ms may seem to be poor, when compared to

human reaction times, it is still very good. Human reaction times are generally

on the order of hundreds of milliseconds [TFM96]. This latency also needs to be

contrasted with interactivity, which is consistent at 60Hz.
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Figure 6.11: Graph of frame-rate while using the system in interrogation mode

6.7 Applications

Art historians have used this system to explore and verify art works. Several

cultural artifacts have been analyzed through the system. Multi-spectral layers

from Leonardo da Vinci’s The Adoration of the Magi and St. George paintings

provided beautiful data for analysis. In the example of The Adoration of the Magi,

six di↵erent multi-spectral data layers were used. The visible layer encompassed

361 megapixels, the pseudo color IR layer 21 megapixels, the infrared layer was

481 megapixels in size, the ultraviolet layer which was 21 megapixels in size, the

x-ray layer which was 481 megapixels in size and the visible layer of the reverse

side of the painting which was 21 megapixels in size. All told, this data set gave

art historians hands on access to almost 1.4 gigapixels worth of information.

Additionally, work has begun with art museums to create exhibits for pa-

trons. The goal would be to put this system near works of arts, loaded with their

spectral data layers. In this way, the general public can explore these artifacts,
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Figure 6.12: Video capture frames showing the touch-point appearing in frame
1 in the upper left and and the subsequent projected hot spot two frames later in
the center.

peeling back layers of paint, to reveal these work’s inner story.

6.8 Conclusions

This chapter presents a method to interrogate large-scale multi-variate data

in a very intuitive way. By providing the visceral experience of clearing data with

one’s hands, users can easily explore and investigate these data sets. Unlike many

previous large-scale image stack interrogation methods, data can be analyzed in

localized regions allowing for a more refined analysis. This technique of examina-

tion for multi-variate data has strong applications in the field of cultural herritage.

The natural method of “wiping”, “scratching”, “squeezing”, “sandblasting” and

“drilling” through data provides an instinctual method of analysis, accessible for

art historians and general public alike.
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